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Peace is a freedom from quarrels and disagreement. It makes a relation harmonious
among people living on earth.
World Peace is a phenomenon where each of the people living on earth has understanding,
have its freedom, have happiness with their lives of living, cooperating each other to prevent war.
Nations having agreement of resolving violent acts and establishing a peace and sincere living
between each nation. This is a kind of peace where people united.
It is nice to hear and good to feel what world peace brings into our lives. But, when this
can be happen? When this can be started? Does it need sacrifice? These are the question that
goes out into my mind that makes me curious.
As a matter of fact, we people living on earth knows how to have a peaceful life, a better
life, a harmonious living but, were just neglecting the fact. We are just fooling ourselves doing
crazy things, doing crimes, committing corruptions. This is just an effect of our true color. Our
countless ambitions and desires with those things that are worthless. We are not aiming of the
things that will last long.
World Peace can only be happen if only, there is peace in ourselves. There is a saying ‘‘I
am the beginning of every change”. If we wanted changes to have a peaceful world, peace must
begin with our selves.
In every change, there is sacrifices. A sacrifice that will level up the real world to have a
peace. We must sacrifice all our hatreds, our prides, our hesitations to have a peaceful and
grateful living.
As part of our lives peace is always there,no matter what we do but,we must strive hard
to have a peace in our self so that we can make the world peace.

